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ABSTRACT

The use of acoustical scale models has been replaced for the most
part by computational models and numerical simulations for room
acoustic studies as well as artificial reverberation units. There re-
mains however a number of acoustical phenomena which are diffi-
cult to address with computer simulations, such as coupled vol-
umes, diffraction, and complex scattering, due to the computa-
tional complexity and/or calculation time necessary for addressing
such acoustical wave phenomena on the scale of room acoustical
problems, even small rooms. This paper presents a pilot study
of a rather unique artistic architectural structure consisting of a
self-supporting construction composed of small stacked linear ele-
ments. Acoustically, the structure combines modal behavior, con-
cave forms, and very regular scattering patterns. An example scale
model has been constructed and studied in order to separate differ-
ent construction features and their associated acoustics effects. In
an attempt to explore the interest of the specific acoustic for mu-
sical performance, a computational platform was created to utilize
the scale model as a physical convolution reverberation unit for
musical performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of recording, and dry recording studios, there have
been many efforts developed for the reintroduction of reverbera-
tion into studio recorded music. Some of the first technologies
developed were the use of “echo chambers”, wherein the dry au-
dio captured with the microphone was diffused in a reverberant
environment over loudspeakers, and then recaptured with micro-
phones. This physical-based artificial reverberation was quite pop-
ular, with examples existing in such famous institutions as Abbey
Road Studios where the echo chamber was constructed in 1931a,b.
Echo chambers are, however, space demanding, difficult to trans-
port, and not extremely adjustable. With improvements in elec-
tronics, other physical-electronic reverberation systems have been
developed such a plate reverberators and spring reverberators.

ahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Echo_chamber, last viewed 2013-11-30
bhttp://audiogeekzine.com/2011/02/the-history-of-echo-echo-chambers-chambers/,

last viewed 2013-11-30

With improvements in computer processing power, purely
electronic reverberation became possible, such as using feedback
delay network (FDN) for reverberation processing [1, 2, 3].
These reverberators could be easily adjusted, for example us-
ing perceptual descriptors relying on a simplified model of the
time-frequency energy distribution of parametric FDN [4]. Such
reverberators are however limited, lacking certain realism and
ability to represent unique architectural elements. Additional
increases in computational power allowed for the use of convo-
lution reverberators, using complex impulse responses, either
measured or calculated based on geometrical models such as
ray tracing [5, 6], beam tracing [7, 8, 9], or radiosity [10, 11].
Convolution reverberators capture the fingerprint of a given space,
but require preparations for the acquisition of such IRs and allows
little flexibility with regards to modifying the room at time of use,
though perceptual control of convolution based room simulators
is a subject of current study [12].

Scale models, to date, have been used as off-line convolution
reverberators to study architectural spaces [13, 14], but never in a
performance setting. The current study envisages the possibility
of using scale models in the same way as the old “echo cham-
bers” of the early and mid-twentieth century, while allowing for
the creation of complex and unique acoustic spaces rather than
just simple reverberators. Real-time use of one, or several, mod-
els and the ability to dynamically alter source, receiver, and even
room positions and configurations as desired offers a new form of
reverberation and musical expression.

In parallel, the development and exploitation of real-time scale
model convolution offers a number of interesting scientific aspects.
To begin with, there is the basic signal processing challenge of
achieving such a system. The applications of real-time physical-
based convolution in scale models, in contrast to off-line convo-
lution with measured impulse responses of the scale model, of-
fers the ability to study room excitation by dynamic sources, such
as moving or rotating, with perceptual studies. of specific inter-
est are perceptual studies concerning musician/room interactions,
which require real-time processing of generated music in coordi-
nation with source dynamics. The effect of dynamic architectures
can also be examined, such as movable panels, or dynamic listener
placement or movement during a performance.
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2. ARTISTIC CONTEXT

What child has not dreamed of being able to experience, as a Lil-
liputian, a world in miniature: doll houses, electric trains, minia-
ture circus . . . In the “Stupaphonic” 1 project that childhood dream
will become a reality for musicians: they will be able to play to
their audience in a space in miniature.

This particular space is based on a special type of structure,
which is at the core of the architectural project Woodstacker [15].
This architectonical type of structure is a solution to the geometri-
cal problem of how to cover a large area by stacking small pieces
of wood without the use of glue or nails. The result is a bottle
shaped three-dimensional rose window (see Figures 1 and 4). This
new building system, based on “stacked laminated” timber struc-
tures, can evoke references to pagodas whose construction also
consists of wooden stacked elements. This stacked architecture,
like chorten of Tibet, belongs to a family of stacked structures
which are derived from a Buddhist mound-like structure called
stupa. Stupas originated as pre-Buddhist earthen burial mounds,
like tumuli in Europa. Thus was born the idea of linking our new
project to these ancient and universal architecture.

The stupa is used by Buddhists as a place of meditation. In
the original pre-Buddhist burial mounts ascetics were buried in a
seated position. The American anthropologist J. Jaynes [16] pro-
poses that they were buried in this position so they can continue to
speak to living people. Hearing voices from beyond the grave sug-
gests some acoustic illusions which are also a part of our device.
In the Woodstacker system, the special geometrical pattern of the
lamellas not only focuses the sound [17] but also functions as fre-
quency filters producing a particular, almost metallic, sound. This
strange acoustic effect is a second reason to link our project to the
stupa as a kind of container for “voices from beyond the grave”,
a “voice granary” (“grenier à voix” in French) to cite the french
writer Pascal Quignard [18].

The larger structures we have currently built can accommo-
date about 30 people for sound experiments (see photograph in
Figure 1). This size limitation is a compromise between the fund-
ing for artistic experiments and the cost of such a construction.
With the project’s evolution we desired a means to quickly exper-
iment with different architectural structures in a flexible way. The
use of physical scale models which are powerful tools for archi-
tects, carpenters, and acousticians [19] offered a solution to ex-
ceed the current constraints. Thus, we found a way to invert the
acoustical environment, like turning a glove inside-out, and give
the musician and audience located outside of the building the same
acoustical experience that they could have inside the structure. Us-
ing the acoustic scale effect we are able to drastically reduce the
size of our installation and increase the number of structures per-
formers can play with and turn “stackscapes” (see Figure 2) into
interactive soundscapes.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

To achieve the artistic, acoustic, and audio scheme imagined, a
basic scenario and system architecture was envisioned. One can

1Stupaphonic: from stupa (from Sanskrit: m., , stūpa, literally
meaning “heap” a) and phonic (from Ancient Greek φωνή, phōnē, mean-
ing “voice” or “sound” b)

ahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stupa, last viewed 2013-11-30
bhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonetic, last viewed 2013-11-30

Figure 1: Photo of live performance at StackCamp 2013 featur-
ing Didier Petit (cello) and Emre Gultekin (saz). Champ-au-Beau,
France.

Figure 2: Blue Stackscape, c©2006 O. Delarozière.

imagine a performance area, where the performer is equipped with
one or several microphones. The space is open and large. Near the
musician is one or several acoustic scale models, equipped with
ultrasonic speakers and microphones. Around the musician is the
audience. The sound produced by the musician is captured, trans-
formed to the scale of the model where it is played and recaptured,
then transformed to the full scale of the musician’s performance,
where it is played live to the audience over an electro-acoustic ar-
ray of speakers either on-stage or around the audience.

3.1. Signal Processing

The signal processing chain is depicted in Figure 3. First, the in-
put audio signal is up-sampled to the ultrasound sampling rate,
which is determined by the scaling factor of the model. Sec-
ond, the up-sampled input signal is transposed by the scaling fac-
tor preserving the harmonic structure of the signal. Two imple-
mentations have been tested: a) off-line transposition that allows
for the time-stretching of the signal; b) a real-time implementa-
tion thereof, which compensates for the time-scaling effect using
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Figure 3: Signal processing flow chart: (a) instrument signal cap-
ture, transformed audio signal playback; (b) up/down-sampling
with anti-aliasing filters; (c) frequency transposition, and (d) the
Stupaphonic scale model.

a phase vocoder and thus preserves the continuity of the audio
stream.

The off-line version study was carried out using MATLAB R©.
Audio samples were processed individually, with no audio stream-
ing functionality. The basic approach consisted of taking an audio
extract, resampling the audio, modifying the sample rate in order
to apply the scale factor, play/recording the sample in the model,
and then retransforming the recorded physically-convolved signal
to full-scale for audio playback. A code sample for the described
process is provided below:

fs = 44100;
[y] = wavrecord(audiolength,fs);
fs_max = 192000; % sample rate in scale model audio chain
scale_desired = 12;
[y_resamp] = resample(y,fs_max/scale_desired,fs);
fs_resamp = fs_max/scale_desired;
[y_convolved]=wavplayrecord(y_resamp,fs_max);
wavplay(y_convolved,fs_resamp);

In this example, with a maximum sample rate of 192 kHz on
the audio system and a scale factor of 12, the recorded audio track
is resampled to 16 kHz (bandlimited to 8 kHz). This resampled
track is then played back and recorded in the scale model at an ac-
tual sample rate of 192 kHz. The recorded physically-convolved
signal is then played back at an actual sample rate of 16 kHz, or
resampled to the sample rate of the audio device. The simple re-
definition of the sample rate for the audio buffer performs the ap-
plication of the scale factor, while the resampling assures correct
anti-aliasing filters.

While currently tested in single buffer full convolution, fu-
ture studies will evaluate the possibility of applying the concept
of overlap-add convolution [20] to the concept of this physical-
based convolution in order to allow for real-time operation on au-
dio streams.

The real-time version study was conceived of as an alter-
nate approach to the above approach employing resampling and
transposition to apply the scaling factor through the use of a high
quality phase vocoder architecture. Phase vocoder techniques
are typically based on a sinusoidal signal model. The digital
audio sampling rate conversion employed band-limited inter-
polation (see e.g. [21, 22]) that can be efficiently implemented
with sinc-function look-up tables. In [23] it was shown that
parametrized phase vocoders can also be applied to non-sinusoidal
signals. However, initial tests showed that the sinusoidal signal
model limits the use of phase vocoders for real-time scale-model
processing for large scale factors. Modified algorithms are the
subject of continuing investigations.

0 5 m
© o. delarozière

Figure 4: Woodstacker stacked lamella timber cupola. Champ-
au-Beau, France, 2010. (upper) A winter outside view. (lower)
Section and Reflected ceiling plan.

3.2. Scale Model

This preliminary study has been carried out using a single structure
as a test case. The scale 1:1 structure was built in 2008 for a Land
Art Exhibition in the highland of Auvergne, France (see Figure 4).
The original building comprised 366 pieces of Douglas pine wood.
It was 5 m in diameter, 4.5 m high, and weighed 6 tons. This work
called “Vox Granarium” [24] was dedicated to famous ancient fid-
dlers from this area. This installation was dismantled and moved
to Morvan where it was rebuilt in 2010. The Stupaphonic model
is a 1:12 scale model of “Vox Granarium”, 425 mm in diameter
and 322 mm high. This scale was chosen due to material availabil-
ity and because it is a traditional doll house scale. Serendipitously,
1:12 is also the Lilliputian people’s scale in Gulliver’s Travels2.
The model was constructed from oak wood, whose lengths and
widths were hand cut with no automatic process used for assem-
bly. Unlike the full-scale construction, glue was used to fix the
lamellas, and the model was assembled in three parts for ease of
transportation and manipulation purpose (see Figure 5).

Due to the very long time needed to build this model by hand,
subsequent models will probably be built using rapid prototyping
techniques such as laser cutting. This will allow to quickly exper-
iment with a large variety of structural shapes and configurations.
We are also planing to use other materials such as metal or con-
crete for special acoustics effects.

2“. . . having taken the height of my Body by the help of a Quadrant,
and finding it to exceed theirs in the Proportion of twelve to one . . .” [25,
p. 64]
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Figure 5: Scale model (1:12) of “Vox Granarium”, highlighting
the tetrahedral acoustic source and 3 modular elements.

Figure 6: Spectral analysis of impulse response (balloon burst ex-
citation) of the full (1:1) scale “Vox Granariium”, recorded with a
sample rate of 96 kHz. Temporal analysis windows corresponding
to direct/initial (0 − 10 msec), early decay (10 − 30 msec), and
late tail (30−∞ msec).

4. PRELIMINARY TEST

The diffraction acoustic effect discussed in Section 2 can be ob-
served as a series of high-Q total resonances. These resonances
can be observed by comparing the spectral response (magnitude of
the FFT) at different moments in the impulse response. Figure 6
shows the spectral response at three moments in the impulse re-
sponse (balloon burst excitation signal employed for room acous-
tics measurements [26]) of the full (1:1) scale “Vox Granariium”
(see Figure 4). Resonant peaks are identified in the response for
identification. There is clearly a region of resonance density over
the frequency range 100–600 Hz, continuing still to ≈ 800 Hz.

The audio system employed for use in the scale model con-
sisted of DPA 4060 microphones and a custom 3-speaker tetrahe-
dron (see Figure 5) driven by a Samson Servo amplifier, connected
to a RME Fireface 400 audio interface. While somewhat uncon-
ventional in traditional scale model research, this selection of pro-
audio equipment has been used in previous studies [27, 28] and
has been shown to provide improved signal-to-noise ratio when
compared to more traditional laboratory scale model measurement
architectures. The current hardware exhibits a frequency roll-off
at ≈ 50 kHz. This of course imposes a low-pass frequency lim-
itation for the physical-based convolution. With a scale factor of
12, the upper frequency limit due to this roll off is on the order of
4.2 kHz, rather than the 8 kHz permissible due to sampling theory.
While suitable for the majority of studies in room acoustics with
scale models, the musical implications of this limit can not be ig-

Figure 7: Spectrogram of anechoic music extract (upper) and
physical-based convolved music (lower) manually time-aligned.

nored. This limit can be raised by improving the upper frequency
limit of the audio chain or selecting a lower scale factor.

An example result of the processing chain can be seen in Fig-
ure 7, which shows the spectrogram of a dry music extract be-
fore and after the physical-based convolution processing. The test
music except was a dry multichannel recording of a Schubert trio
(D.929, op.100), by [29] and publicly available a.

The acoustic timbre of the convolved signal using the scale
model greatly resembled that of the musical experience heard
within the full scale installation. Even thought the processing
steps apply a low-pass filter effect, due predominantly to trans-
ducer and amplifier performance limitations above 50 kHz, the
frequency range where the resonance characteristics of the struc-
ture are apparent are still well within the operating frequency of
the current signal processing chain for the 1:12 scale.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the foundations of the “Stupaphonic ex-
periment”, an artistic and scientific project which aims to use scale
models as physical-based convolution reverberators. The architec-
tural structure at the center of the project offers specific timbral
qualities which are maintained in the initial tests, despite the fre-
quency limitations of the scale transformations and associated sig-
nal processing chain.

The current example operates in an off-line, or time-deferred
situation. While streaming is currently still being investigated, the
current implementation could still be used in a performance setting

ahttp://c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/rdr/handle/123456789/27
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in a live looping context, where the musician could send different
audio samples to different architectures at a unique or different
scale factors, effectively changing the size of the “echo chamber”.

The development of the real-time processing stage, currently
a subject of study, will allow for exploitation of the proposed
physical-based convolution for studies in room acoustics, specifi-
cally those involving dynamic source, listener, or architectural
elements, as well as dynamic performer/room interactions.

One artistic performance aspect specific to this system is the
potential for cross-scale cross-talk. If the scale models are open
to some degree, then the up-scaled audio will be heard by some of
the audience. At the same time, full scale sounds, such as other
elements of the performance or noise from the audience, can also
be captured in the scale model, and subsequently down-scaled and
played over the reproduction array. According to the Lilliputian
scale factor of 1:12, one can imagine the majority of these sounds
will be shifted to the lower end of the audible range, or into the
subsonic region. However, a high pitched scream with a center
frequency in the 5 kHz third-octave band for example would be
clearly audible when transposed to the 400 Hz third-octave band,
albeit also time stretched to 12 times its original duration. Investi-
gations of these effects, and their possible artistic use, remain the
subject of further studies.
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